RESEARCH FINDINGS:
Determined to get the tea medically researched, I sought guidance from several doctors and medical professionals, who believed
that the tea should be taken seriously as it had potential and warranted further investigation - but warned that the cost of medical
trials would be far above my means (in excess of £500,000). However, as I was a trained ‘Laboratory Technician’, I could set up
my own independent research to determine the tea’s full effectiveness. I did so immediately… using myself, family, customers and
their pets as test cases - collecting written and oral testimonial evidence. I then made a conscious decision to put my business on
hold devoting all my time, energy & finance on researching this seemingly miraculous product. To-date, the results of the research
(ongoing since 1995) has proved outstanding, showing positive benefits on a much wider range of other conditions relating to
humans and animals including;- heart disease, strokes, seizures, diabetes, high cholesterol & blood pressure, arthritis,
incontinence, food poisoning, weight control, fluid retention, irregular & painful periods, premenstrual syndrome, menopause,
breathing problems (asthma, bronchitis, colds, flu, emphysema), constipation, indigestion, skin disorders, allergies. It’s so nontoxic that even pregnant mothers and babies had no negative side-effects with the added bonus of increasing their breast milk.
Additionally, it helped animals with - itchy skin, fur loss (restoring growth, making it re-conditioned, thick & glossy), kidney
infections, colitis, irritable bowel & auto immune syndromes, cushings disease – as well as calming aggression, hyperactivity,
nervousness (increasing confidence), kept teeth & gums healthy. The tea also cleaned the blood, strengthened immunity, increased
energy, speeded up recovery, prolonged life expectancy and enhanced overall health. In fact, it often healed where medication
failed … proving it to be a vital ‘missing link’ in our diet.
.
The research uncovered further devastating evidence of wide spread cancer and other chronic illnesses in the animal population –
mirroring those found in humans. However, as most Vets rely mainly on conventional treatments, when these fail ‘euthanasia’ is
the only option offered to owners – who, out of love (and to prevent unnecessary suffering) reluctantly put their pets down. So
each year, thousands die prematurely. As a nation of animal lovers, our pets should be treated as an integral part of the family’s
household and given the same level of respect, healthcare and attention. The nation would be horrified to learn the full extent of
animal suffering, if the media gave equal coverage to their growing plight. Even more frightening, the research also discovered the
horrifying side-effects from using two common household conveniences ‘micro-wave ovens & plastics’, which contains the
‘cancer’ causing poison ‘dioxin’ that drastically increases our risk. Like most people, all my family (including my parents) used
both daily to store, freeze and heat food…and could have therefore contributed to their deaths.

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN ‘CURE’:
In 2001, two British ‘Noble Prize’ cancer research scientists (Sir Paul Nurse & Tim Hunt) revealed that there is ‘no single cure
for cancer’ and many more years of research was still required. Gordon McVie (head of Cancer Research UK) stated in the
Observer magazine that – “Many promising new drugs have arrived on a wave of hype in the past 30 years and almost all have
disappointed. Often it has been ‘natural products derived from plants and fungi’ that have proved most effective”.
Spiritual Guidance confirmed that there were and are ‘no drug cures’ for cancer or any other disease. All drugs are still scientific
experiments. Most of the drugs like chemotherapy and antibiotics are toxic poisons which destroys both ‘good & bad’ cells and
also the immune system, thus weakening the body’s ability to fight the disease, repair and heal itself. If a ‘cure’ existed then
scientists, doctors (their families) or millionaires would not be dying from the disease. Cancer kills some 3000 people in Britain
per week. Once the cancer develops, it never leaves the body and simply lays dormant during remission (suppressed by the drugs)
only to return even more ferocious within one to two years. The continuous use of stronger ‘anti-cancer drugs’ causes greater
damage which eventually leads to death. More deaths are caused from these drugs than the cancer itself. And it is for this reason
scientists have now moved into the research of ‘gene therapy’ in the hope that this could provide some answers. But again, many
years of research are needed to prove whether or not it is of any benefit. In December 2003, Dr Allen Roses (Vice President of
GlaxoSmithKline – the world’s largest drugs company), confirmed on the national news that “90% of modern drugs only work in
about 30% of patients”. According to Mr. Craig Sams (Chairman of the British Soil Association) - “Every year the National
Health Service spends £7.2 billion on drugs. Each year 40,000 Britons and 105,000 Americans die from taking prescription drugs,
correctly administered. These drugs are now the sixth largest cause of death in the USA (where the average 60 year old regularly
takes five different medications). According to Dr. Roses figures – 70% of these deaths could be caused by drugs that never had a
hope of working in the first place. So why do Doctors prescribe drugs that do so little good and so much harm?” ´My research
further revealed other chronic health problems causing substantial premature deaths annually, for which there also appears to be
no medical solutions...such as ‘hypothermia’ (over 20,000 pensioners); ‘flu’ (over 10,000 pensioners); ‘thrombosis’ (over 60,000
hospital in-patients); ‘pain-killers’ (over 10,000); and provides simple life-saving answers using natural foods.

